Recent News

Alchemy Creative Inc. (the “Company”) OTC Pink: ALMY released update that its recently acquired
subsidiary NanoLand U.S.A. (NLUSA) Inc. executed a definitive agreement to joint venture with Cargico
Corp located in Taiwan during Q4 2020. The international partnership provides NLUSA North
American rights for the commercialization of Cargico’s BioKil® system of advanced nanotechnology
products in select medical and health care applications.
During August, the United States Secretary of Health and Human Services was joined by Ambassador
(ret) James F. Moriarty, Chairman of the Board of the American Institute in Taiwan; Dr. Mitchell Wolfe,
Chief Medical Officer of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Brian Harrison, HHS Chief of
Staff; Garett Grigsby, Director of the HHS Office of Global Affairs; and other members of the
Administration. Secretary Azar stated that “Taiwan has been a model of transparency and cooperation in
global health during the COVID-19 pandemic and long before it.”
Alchemy management noted that the BioKil® system has a respected install base in Asia and has
acclaimed several award recognitions and prestigious international honors.
Additional details of the joint venture shall be forthcoming soon.
About Alchemy Creative Incorporated
Alchemy Creative Inc. (ALMY OTC-Pink) is a trending microcap company traded over the counter with
a newly directed purpose of effecting merger, amalgamation, share exchange, asset acquisition, share
purchase, reorganization, or other similar business combinations with one or more businesses as a
continuum on its growth trajectory.
With this current acquisition of the NanoLand U.S.A. now expands into the new dynamic market of
nanotechnology development, manufacturing, and product commercialization.

Safe Harbor Statement
This release may contain statements that are forward looking. Such statements are made based upon
current expectations that are subject to risk and uncertainty. ALMY does not undertake to update
forward-looking statements in this news release to reflect actual results of and changes in assumptions or
changes in other factors affecting such forward-looking information. The actual plans and results of the
companies could differ significantly from such forward-looking statements.
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